Competency-based medical education: theory to practice
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Abstract

Although competency-based medical education (CBME) has attracted renewed interest in recent years among educators and policy-makers in the health care professions, there is little agreement on many aspects of this paradigm. We convened a unique partnership – the International CBME Collaborators – to examine conceptual issues and current debates in CBME. We engaged in a multi-stage group process and held a consensus conference with the aim of reviewing the scholarly literature of competency-based medical education, identifying controversies in need of clarification, proposing definitions and concepts that could be useful to educators across many jurisdictions, and exploring future directions for this approach to preparing health professionals.

In this paper, we describe the evolution of CBME from the outcomes movement in the 20th century to a renewed approach that, focused on accountability and curricular outcomes and organized around competencies, promotes greater learner-centredness and de-emphasizes time-based curricular design. In this paradigm, competence and related terms are redefined to emphasize their multi-dimensional, dynamic, developmental, and contextual nature. CBME therefore has significant implications for the planning of medical curricula and will have an important impact in reshaping the enterprise of medical education.

We elaborate on this emerging CBME approach and its related concepts, and invite medical educators everywhere to enter into further dialogue about the promise and the potential perils of competency-based medical curricula for the 21st century.

Introduction

We believe that in the future, expertise rather than experience will underlie competency-based practice and... certification (Aggarwal & Darzi 2006)

Issues surrounding competency-based medical education (CBME) have generated increasing attention and debate among health professions educators in recent years. This is evidenced by sessions at major international conferences (Frank et al. 2008; Thompson et al. 2009; Frank & Snell 2010), innovative pilot projects (Kraemer 2009), and a growing number of key publications in medical education journals (Harden 1999; Long 2000; Carraccio et al. 2002;...
Albanese et al. 2008). CBME has entered the lexicon of the profession and is now debated in the top general medical journals (Leung 2002; Aggarwal & Darzi 2006). “Competencies” have become the unit of medical educational planning in many jurisdictions (Leung 2002; Albanese et al. 2008). Competency frameworks such as CanMEDS (Frank et al. 2005; Frank & Danoff 2007), the Outcome Project of the (US) Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME 2001), and the Scottish Doctor (Simpson et al. 2002) now arguably form the basis of training for the majority of medical learners in the Western world – at least on paper. However, significant controversies remain. The rationale, definition, components, pros and cons, and implications of CBME are all still hotly debated (Leung 2002). To address these recurring issues, and in an effort to advance the profession through CBME discussions, the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada convened an international “theory to practice consensus conference” in 2009 (Royal College 2009a). Participants in this process formed the International CBME Collaborators group to work in partnership on key themes. In this paper, we report the initial consensus findings of the ICBME Collaborators.

Methods: The ICBME Collaborators

Medical educators and institutions around the world are exploring the premises and practicalities of CBME. In 2009, the Council of the Royal College passed a resolution directing the Office of Education to move forward on a CBME agenda for specialty education in Canada:

The Royal College in collaboration with key partners, [will] explore opportunities for incorporating competency-based education in residency training and across the spectrum of medical education. This would ensure that the 21st century PGME [postgraduate medical education] system is focused squarely on meeting societal needs as the primary goal of training. Implementing any such change would conceivably take many years and require a coordinated, resourced, collaborative approach (Royal College 2009a).

Part of the initial work involved a systematic review of the literature (see Frank et al. 2010, pp. 631–637 in this issue), which identified authors from various countries who have published key papers on CBME. Authors of papers that defined and elaborated contemporary concepts of CBME were invited to join in a multi-stage group process to advance work in this area. The goals of the ICBME Collaborators are summarized in Box 1. In addition to conducting the systematic review, the Collaborators submitted written statements on various aspects of CBME, participated in teleconferences, attended a three-day summit in Ottawa, Canada, and contributed to international thematic writing groups to articulate the consensus findings. The group process identified several important topics for contemporary educators to consider. These included the origins of CBME, the rationale for CBME, key definitions related to CBME, the elements of planning CBME, and practical implications of the CBME approach across the continuum of medical education.

Origins of competency-based education

Calls for competency-based approaches to preparing professionals go back 60 years or more (Grant 1975; Spady 1977; Carraccio et al. 2002) Although an emphasis on program goals and objectives articulated in the work of Tyler (1949) and Mager (1977) was widely adopted in the early 20th century, others rejected the ensuing focus on process at the expense of program end-products. Outcome-based education (OBE) arose in response (Block 1974; Rubin & Spady 1984; Levine 1985; Spady 1994; Harden 1999). OBE emphasized learner and program outcomes, not the pathways and processes to attain them. Whereas traditional criteria organized around knowledge objectives tend to emphasize the instructional process, regardless of the product of the program, OBE takes the opposite position: outcomes guide all curriculum decisions, and curriculum processes are secondary (Harden 1999). In this context, competency-based approaches to curricula can be seen as a type of OBE. Competency-based curricula have been used across multiple professions, including chiropractic (Wangler 2009), social work (Menefee & Thompson 1994) teacher education (Houston 1973), pharmacology (Marshall et al. 1997) and others (Pruitt & Epping-Jordan 2005; du Toit et al. 2010). Within medicine, CBME has been proposed for over 50 years (McGaghie et al. 1978), but has only recently come to the fore (Leung 2002).

The rationale for CBME

If CBME is not new, why it is attracting such interest now? Calls to reform medical education have been a recurring theme in the medical literature and the subject of many proposals since Flexner’s report of 1910 (Neufeld et al. 1993; Christakis 1995; Institute of Medicine 2001). In recent years, however, a number of forces and trends have given rise to a particular interest in CBME. From recent arguments in favour of CBME, four overarching themes have emerged: a focus on outcomes, an emphasis on abilities, a de-emphasis of time-based training, and the promotion of learner-centredness. The following sections reflect on these themes, which are also outlined in Table 1.

1. A focus on curricular outcomes

Advocates of CBME have criticized contemporary health professions curricula on the grounds that they fail to ensure that all medical graduates demonstrate competence in all the
domains of their intended practice. They argue that, in an era of greater accountability and scrutiny of the professions, medical educators must ensure that every graduate is prepared for practice. Commentators in many countries have noted that many curricula do not even explicitly define the outcome abilities needed of graduates, let alone ensure they are learned, assessed, and acquired. They advocate an approach to curriculum planning that, explicitly tied to the needs of teachers and learners, is inherently utilitarian: each curricular element must contribute to learner outcomes or be cut. In addition, they argue that the phenomenon of allowing ability in one essential domain (e.g., procedural skills) to compensate for lack of ability in another (e.g., communication) does a disservice to both the profession and the public served.

CBME is seen as an answer to these challenges in that it is focused on outcomes, is inherently tied to the needs of those served by graduates, and involves explicit definitions of all essential domains of competence to be acquired (Neufeld et al. 1993; Tamblyn 1999; Voorhees 2001b).

Table 1. The rationale for CBME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main principle</th>
<th>Elaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Focusing on outcomes** | - Not all current curricula explicitly define desired outcomes.  
- Not all current curricula address all of the desired outcomes.  
- Not all current curricula assess or ensure that graduates have acquired all of the necessary abilities.  
- In the health professions, assessment scores should not be compensatory from one domain to another (i.e., excellent knowledge does not compensate for poor communication skills).  
- Medical education needs to be transparent for learners, teachers, and the public with respect to its goals and effectiveness.  
- Standards must be criterion-oriented.  
- Medical education tends to emphasize process issues (e.g., instructional methods) over outcomes (e.g., graduate performance and satisfaction).  
- Medical education must prepare trainees for practice.  
- Content that does not contribute to preparation for practice should be dropped. |
| **Emphasizing abilities** | - There is too much emphasis on knowledge, and not enough on skills, attitudes and their synthesis into observable competencies.  
- An emphasis on the abilities of learners should be derived from the needs of those served by graduates (i.e., societal needs).  
- Educational objectives as an organizing framework should be replaced with a hierarchy of competencies. |
| **De-emphasizing time-based training** | - Time is a resource to be tailored to the needs of teachers and learners.  
- Current curricula and credentialing tend to emphasize fixed times spent in training.  
- Learners may progress at different rates, and may achieve threshold competencies faster or slower than the average peer.  
- Greater emphasis should be placed on the developmental progression of abilities and on measures of performance.  
- Greater flexibility may make some curricula more efficient and engaging. |
| **Promoting greater learner-centredness** | - A curriculum of competencies provides clear goals for learners.  
- A roadmap of milestones provides a transparent path to achieve the competencies.  
- An individual learner can adjust their own learning using the milestones. |

3. A de-emphasis of time-based training

Calls to reform medical curricula through the implementation of CBME have also judged much of contemporary medical education to be oriented toward the amount of time spent in an aspect of training (e.g., a rotation) rather than the abilities actually acquired (Long 2000). Aspects of physician credentialing, such as eligibility for certification exams, also tend to focus on time spent on specific experiences. Contemporary education, they argue, should shift its focus in favour of developing the learner’s abilities. Learners may progress faster or slower then their peers in a given curricular component. Theoretically, by accommodating these different rates of
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learning and skills attainment, a curriculum with flexible time periods may be more efficient and engaging than a strictly time-based curriculum (Bell et al. 1997; Long 2000; Carraccio et al. 2002).

4. The promotion of learner-centredness

Closely related to the de-emphasis of time-based training is the concept of enhancing the learner-centredness of training. CBME, some authors have argued, encourages trainees to take responsibility for their progress and development by mapping out a transparent pathway from milestone to milestone on their way toward competence. Again, individual learners may reach these milestones at varying speeds; accordingly, a CBME system could afford them the flexibility they need to adjust the time spent on each learning task (Carraccio et al. 2002).

What is CBME? Defining the key concepts

As the systematic review by Frank and colleagues demonstrates (2010; see pages 631–637 in this issue), the definition of "competency-based medical education" is highly variable in the literature. In our literature review and discussions, it became clear to the ICBME Collaborators that a lack of consensus on definitions and terms limits the advancement of discourse on CBME, and thereby the advancement of health professions education (Diwakar 2002; Albanese et al. 2008). We therefore propose the definitions of CBME-related concepts listed in Box 2.

The central tenets of the CBME paradigm require an understanding of physician competence as multi-dimensional, dynamic, contextual, and developmental. The current view of physician competence is that it involves multiple domains of ability, in keeping with the work of Epstein and Hundert (2002), Gardner’s work on multiple intelligences (2006), and expertise theory (Ericsson 2004; Ericsson et al. 2006). For each domain of competence, there is a corresponding spectrum of ability from novice to master, as described by Dreyfus (2004; see also Carraccio et al. 2008). However, instead of a static concept of competence that postulates a physician who, once certified to practise, is competent forever, we emphasize the concept of competence as an ever-changing, contextual construct (Koens et al. 2005). For example, a surgeon certified as fit for practice in an urban academic teaching hospital soon after graduation from residency may find it difficult to cope in a rural hospital in a developing country. Similarly a physician may find that some aspects of her abilities atrophy during the course of her career, while others develop to the mastery level. In this way, each physician has a unique constellation of abilities at any time in any one context. The idea of “progression of competence” speaks to this conception of competence as dynamic, developing or receding over time, and as grounded in the environment of practice or learning.

Furthermore, we propose that competencies be viewed as ingredients of competence, which can be assembled from smaller elements of learning. For example, as discussed by Susan Swing in this issue (see pp. 663–668), specific elements of knowledge, skills, and attitudes are the components of a given specific ability, and several of these specific competencies can be combined into a broader overarching competence. Competencies are considered abilities or capabilities and are the organizing units of CBME (Albanese et al. 2008). A competency-based curriculum therefore begins with outcomes in mind, on the basis of which it defines the abilities needed by graduates and then develops milestones, instructional methods, and assessment tools to facilitate their acquisition by learners.

A further conclusion of our group process was that, in this renewed CBME paradigm, the contemporary vocabulary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 2</th>
<th>Proposed definitions of CBME and related terms by the International CBME Collaborators.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>The array of abilities across multiple domains or aspects of physician performance in a certain context. Statements about competence require descriptive qualifiers to define the relevant abilities, context, and stage of training. Competence is multi-dimensional and dynamic. It changes with time, experience, and setting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>An observable ability of a health professional, integrating multiple components such as knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes. Since competencies are observable, they can be measured and assessed to ensure their acquisition. Competencies can be assembled like building blocks to facilitate progressive development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency-based medical education</td>
<td>An outcomes-based approach to the design, implementation, assessment, and evaluation of medical education programs, using an organizing framework of competencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competent</td>
<td>Possessing the required abilities in all domains in a certain context at a defined stage of medical education or practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyscompetence</td>
<td>Possessing relatively less ability in one or more domains of physician competence in a certain context and at a defined stage of medical education or practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompetent</td>
<td>Lacking the required abilities in all domains in a certain context at a defined stage of medical education or practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progression of competence</td>
<td>For each aspect or domain of competence, the spectrum of ability from novice to mastery. The goal of medical education is to facilitate the development of a physician to the level of ability required for optimal practice in each domain. At any given point in time, and in a given context, an individual physician will reflect greater or lesser ability in each domain.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
related to a physician being “competent” needs to be updated. Currently, a physician is deemed competent at the point where he or she is considered ready to practise independently. This static view of competence often rests quite arbitrarily on time-based credentialing. We therefore propose that the term “competent” be used with modifiers that specify which domains of ability, which context, and what stage of medical education or practice it refers to. Thus, a second-year medical student could be competent to enter a supervised undergraduate clinical rotation on a teaching hospital ward, a resident trainee could be competent to run an intensive care unit autonomously overnight, and a graduate of a residency program could be competent to perform some, but not all, procedures independently in a rural institution. This notion of the term “competent” as requiring specification is aligned with the work of ten Cate (2005; ten Cate & Scheele 2007) and the concept of entrustable professional activities. Entrustable professional activities are essentially competencies in context; that is, an integration of the competencies that allow one to perform the professional activities expected of a good doctor within a given specialty.

Similarly, we offer definitions for the expressions “incompetent” and “dyscompetence.” Dyscompetence has been used in several ways in the medical education literature already (Pierson 1992; Leape & Fromson 2006). We propose “dyscompetence” as a comparative term to refer to physicians who have a relative deficiency in one or more domains of competence (e.g., communication abilities). To say that a physician is “incompetent” would be a judgment that his or her constellation of abilities does not meet the requirements for a specified stage of training or practice, in a specified setting (e.g., a third-year medical student could be incompetent to function in an ambulatory clinic with intermediate supervision).

Planning CBME

The approach to planning CBME, and how this contrasts with contemporary process-based curricula, has been well described by Carraccio and colleagues (2002). Whereas a traditional program may begin with the question, “What do learners need to know?” or “How shall we teach our learners?”, CBME begins with outcomes. CBME is organized around the question, “What abilities are needed of graduates?” (Harden et al. 1999). The answer to this question can come from educational needs assessments, such as practice profiling, task analysis, defining population health needs, or identifying entrustable professional activities for the specialty or subspecialty (ten Cate 2005; Wang et al. 2005; ten Cate & Scheele 2007). The identified abilities are organized as competencies for a curriculum, and are further delineated in terms of their building blocks. Working backward, educators can then identify milestones that trainees will need to reach as they acquire the required competencies. Instructional methods and assessment tools can then be selected to facilitate the development of learners for these abilities (Bienenfeld et al. 2000; Carraccio et al. 2002). These steps are summarized in Box 3. CBME curricula developed from this process can reflect a spectrum in terms of structure and time flexibility, as in Figure 1.

Promise and perils: implications of the CBME approach for the health professions

Among the various important implications of considering a competency-based approach to medical education, some hold tantalizing prospects for improving training, while others present challenges to the adoption of CBME.

Among the benefits promised by the adoption of CBME are:

- A new paradigm of competence. The terms identified by the ICBME Collaborators can facilitate a new discourse on what is meant by physician competence and the role of medical education in the acquisition, maintenance, and enhancement of the abilities of each individual professional.
- A renewed commitment to outcomes. CBME curricula, with their emphasis on graduate abilities, can fulfill medicine’s societal contract to prepare clinicians to serve their patients and communities.
- A new focus for assessment on developmental milestones. CBME’s requirement for frequent, utilitarian assessment to guide development emphasizes the role of assessment in the learning process.
- A mechanism to promote a true continuum of medical education. By defining competencies and milestones for each stage of medical education and practice, CBME can promote vertical and horizontal integration of training programs, from undergraduate medical education to residency to continuing professional development.
- A method to promote learner-centred curricula. By providing experiences within a more flexible time frame and focusing on the learner’s development, CBME can help learners to develop their competencies over a longer period of time, allowing for more thoughtful and deliberate learning experiences.

Figure 1. The spectrum of CBME curricula.
physicians-in-training to become truly engaged in a process that progresses at their own rate of acquisition.

- A way to de-emphasize time-based credentialing in medicine. Transitions from undergraduate education to residency education to continuing professional development or maintenance of competence would be based primarily on evidence of skills rather than on predetermed and universally applied time frames. Time then becomes a resource for education, not the marker of learning itself.

- Potential for portability of training. The adoption of a competency-based approach can facilitate the movement of physicians, physician credentials, and credit for training across jurisdictions.

Among the potential perils and challenges of CBME are:

- The threat of reductionism. In an effort to address the challenges of defining and assessing competencies, some have resorted to breaking them down into the smallest observable units of behaviour, creating endless nested lists of abilities that frustrate learners and teachers alike.

- Promoting the lowest common denominator. Critics of CBME have pointed out that, by focusing on an array of competencies so comprehensively, learners may perceive a underlying message that milestones and not excellence are the ultimate pursuit in medicine.

- Logistical chaos. Given that many educational systems around the world are time-based (e.g., requiring a prescribed number of weeks for each rotation), how can a transition to a more competency-based system be accomplished? How can health care manage the scheduling of the thousands of medical trainees progressing at their own pace (in a pure CBME curriculum, for example)?

- Loss of authenticity. If a CBME curriculum is implemented, along with its language of domains for instructional design and its focus on outcomes, what happens to the mentoring and immersion that has served medicine well for 2000 years? Can we use CBME without losing the fidelity and strengths of our current curricula?

- The tyranny of utility. A pure CBME approach is inherently utilitarian, and proposes cutting content and experiences that do not directly contribute to defined program outcomes. This can be unacceptable to some stakeholders in the profession.

- The need for new educational technologies. Adapting CBME on a larger scale would require new teaching techniques, new modules, and new assessment tools to be practical and effective.

- Inertia and lack of resources. For many jurisdictions, adopting a CBME approach would require significant investments in teaching, infrastructure and assessment, and perhaps even an augmented workforce.

An agenda for further development

Finally, in considering the steps needed to move the dialogue on CBME forward, the Collaborators agreed that there is a need for further debate among medical educators, teachers, policy-makers, learners, and other stakeholders as to whether the future of health professions education should be competency based. We call upon medical education leaders, researchers, journal editors, and conference chairs to engage our communities in this important discussion. To advance the discourse in this area, medical education requires universally accepted definitions for CBME and related terms. We have proposed such a set of terms here, for modification or adoption. Finally, we feel that further scholarship is needed, especially to document the design, feasibility, acceptability, and impact of CBME curricula of all kinds.

Conclusions

Competency-based medical education has emerged as priority area for medical education planners in the early 21st century. From its origins in the outcomes movement, it has resonated with those who feel that our current curricular paradigm is anachronistic. Our unique partnership, the International CBME Collaborators, recognizes CBME as an educational approach that has the potential to transform how we prepare the physicians of the next decade. We have elaborated on the CBME paradigm and encourage those engaged in medical education around the world to enter into a debate on its utility.
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